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Barchick Says
Look out for the glam Art Deco style swing doors on the corner or keep an ear out for the
live jazz and take a step back in time in one of best bars BarChick’s found in this part of
town. It’s all decked up in Edwardian style, the era in which their signature cocktail was
created, but with hints of glam from the twenties and thirties as well as a cocktail menu
that takes you on an epic journey through the decades right into the future, it’s a head f*ck
of a timewarp, and we’re into it.
It’s small with a 40 seater max and even less when there’s a live band jammin’ in the
corner, but well worth cramming in for. Their focus is on pickles and so you know just what
bar snacks you’re gonna get served up with those killer cocktails. That or some tartare and
slices of parmesan from their epic 40kg block that’ll cleanse your cocktail palate. Genius.
With the best bartenders in town behind this joint, expect nothing but perfection from the
drinks. Kick off with one of the classics that this place was designed for: they’ve given The
Gibson a twist by serving it up in an ice cold stainless steel Martini glass with booze soaked
hazelnuts at the bottom. Each cocktail comes with its own kitsch serve and their menu’s
constantly developing; rumour has it they’re working on 48 drinks for the cocktail list, so if
you’re feeling overwhelmed just holla at one of their bartenders and they’ll choose you
something spot on. These guys know service at it’s very best so you’re in safe hands. Oh and

there’s a cigar menu and smoking seats out front, just in case it wasn’t already epic enough
already.
http://www.barchick.com/find-a-bar/london/the-gibson-bar?

An interview with Marian Beke - Boutique Bar Show.
As one of the world’s leading bartenders turns bar owner, we catch up with Marian Beke,
now the proud owner of The Gibson.
As the former bar manager of Nightjar, one of the world’s most respected venues, did you
find it difficult to leave and why have you taken the somewhat risky approach of opening a
bar?
For me it was a question of timing and looking towards the future. I was bar manager of
Nightjar for five years and we achieved a great deal but as I looked towards the future, you
realise a lot of people leave the late nights and long hours as they build a family, change
their priorities etc.
At 31, I’m young, have the energy and less responsibility towards others allowing me to
start a new chapter in my career. I was also keen to learn a new set of skills as owning a bar
is very different from working in one.
What have you learned through this process?
I would say these things were very important in my own experience:
Be flexible with your ideas: It is unlikely you are going to open your dream bar first time
round. The most important thing for me was to find the right venue and build the concept
around it.
The Gibson was developed in part due to its location and expediency. Located near
Smithfield Market, I felt a British theme would work well – this naturally leans towards gin.
My next thought was martinis but as there are already some fantastic martini bars around,
we’ve decided to focus on The Gibson and the inclusion of pickled products.
Find the right venue: For me this was finding a place with an A4 license so I could sell
alcohol without being required to sell food as this has a huge effect on the business plan. I
found old pubs to be the best focus of time as they had the right licenses.
Trading hours in respect to location was important and obviously an affordable rent.
Going straight to councils was a quick and free way to find out about the real status of
properties that I was interested in.
Detail, detail, detail: After speaking to a number of friends and colleagues, attention to the
paperwork was something that became more and more important. Not signing anything
that hasn’t been professionally checked, spend the money to make sure you get good legal
advice.
This same attention to detail applies to paying a “premium or goodwill” rate. Agents were
quick to talk up the additional benefits of a space “you could move straight in”, if you are

paying for it, check it! Fridges, boilers, fire alarms, air conditioning, leakages etc. If they
don’t work, they cost a lot to fix.
Project Plan and Budget Conservatively: Everything took longer than they said, a rough
rule of thumb for me was 2 weeks – if they said 4, I would plan for 6! I also found cost of
labour generally equal to the items purchased – it is amazing how the numbers add up.
Could you describe the bar for us?
So as the name suggests, it is built on the classic Gibson Cocktail and developed to include
pickled ingredients in all the drinks across the list. As a concept, it works really well, the
ingredients can be batched easily, there is very little waste, pickling really concentrates
and accentuates the flavours and we carry the concept through to small food dishes serving
up carpaccio cuts of meat picked up from the nearby Smithfield Market.
We can accommodate 45 people so there is a real focus on service, open 5-1 weekdays and 5
– 2 Friday, Saturdays.
Can you recommend a couple of signature serves…
The Onion Cocktail: (1917 – The Ideal Bartender) TANQUERAY GIN, MARTINI RISERVA
RUBINO, HOUSE PICKLED ONION
Pickled Banana Daiquiri: AZUKI BEAN LIQUEUR, BACARDI 8, BANANA CHUTNEY, MILK
OOLONG, PALM SUGAR, YOUNG COCONUT WATER, CURRY LEAF, LIME, GOLD COCONUT
RICE
CHECK OUT THE FULL MENU HERE
Looking to the future…
As we have only been open for a week, we are not going to aggressively market the bar but
focus on our neighbours and the trade and grow through word of mouth.
In the New Year, we will open during the day with live music starting next week.
http://www.boutiquebarshow.com/an-interview-with-marian-beke/

Just opened: The Gibson Bar
Kick Dry January off in the best way possible – a visit to a brand new high-concept cocktail
bar.
Master mixologist Marian Beke (formally of Nightjar) has opened a new late-night space in
Clerkenwell, and in keeping with the graded Edwardian façade, the cocktail menu is
inspired by the tastes and flavours of the early 1900s.
Leading the menu is ‘The Gibson’ which is served in an ice-cold stainless steel martini glass.
Invented over a hundred years ago, this gin & vermouth speciality has been given a 21st
century make-over as Marian Beke and bar manager Rusty Cerven bring it up to date with
a dash of pickled sweet-sour flavour. Subtly pickled ingredients are a common sight on The
Gibson’s seasonal cocktail list, which is designed like a calendar. Open ‘till late, there’ll also
live music nights.
The Gibson Cocktail bar opens on Old Street with a report back from the bar
We'd been meaning to pop into The Gibson ever since it opened over the Christmas holidays,
but with one thing and another hadn't been down Old Street way for a while. Well that was

our loss. This week we finally made it down there. As a bit of background, there's some
serious talent behind the bar. Marian Beke was Bar Manager at Nightjar, down the road, for
five years. He's roped in Rusty Cerven who was senior mixologist at The Connaught.
Between the pair of them, they've come up with the most extraordinary drinks list. On the
face of it, it's quite the book - each section is a month of the old Anglo-Saxon calendar with
drinks to match, and stories from cocktail history pertaining to that month. Each month
has four drinks, one for each week, so there are 52 in total. It sounds like it might be a
chore to wade through, but we found it pretty easy to find something we liked the sound of.
A hint of what's to come can be spotted at the apothecary-like bowls of garnishes behind the
bar and the startling array of glassware - each drink has its own vessel. We managed to try
four when we dropped by - all were VERY good - but one standout was the Electric Earl Tanqueray no 10, Earl Grey liqueur, electric bitters, fresh grapefruit, lime, tonic and citrus
grass cordial - with what they call an electrifying flower bud - and it really does give a
tingling sensation when you fite into it. Also recommended is the Big in Japan (Hakushu
whisky, yuzu vinegar, fresh lime, royal jelly and rice syrup, grilled rice powder, pickled pink
ginger, ginseng plum wine, rosewood smoke) - which comes with a side plate of smoking
incense.
Essentially all the cocktails were top notch and those cocktails show just why they need the
set-up behind the bar (check out the pic below).
The space is larger than we'd imagined, too. You can perch up at the bar if you want to be in
on the action, but there's also a nice banquette running along one side of the room too. On
the food front, we had a plate full of Parmesan shavings (they use the hollowed out wheel to
flavour spirits for use in some of the drinks) and some homemade pickles. At the weekends
they offer tartares and they're intending to work on the kitchen to be able to offer that
throughout the week very soon.`
Overall - a VERY impressive bar and one we'll be sure to pop into whenever we're passing.
Original story follows
There's a new cocktail bar in Clerkenwell which has opened quietly over the Christmas
season - and it looks well worth breaking any post-Christmas detox for. It comes from
Maran Beke, who was Bar Manager at Nightjar for five years, with cocktails from Rusty
Cerven, who used to be senior mixologist at The Connaught Bar. So there's a good pedigree
for starters.
On the cocktail list, the main focus is on the Gibson, of course, and various interpretations
of it. Other cocktails are "The Onion Cocktail - £9" (Tanqueray Gin, Martini Riserva Rubino,
The Gibson-house pickled onion.) and a Pickled Banana Daiquiri - £11 (Azuki Bean liqueur,
Bacardi 8 yo rum, banana chutney, milk oolong, palm sugar, young coconut water, curry
leaf, lime, gold coconut rice.)
And there's food too - spiced tartares made with steaks from nearby Smithfield Market,
dishes of shaved parmesan, and charcuterie & cheese boards served with house-made
pickles and chutneys.
The Gibson is open now at The Gibson, 44 Old Street, London EC1V 9AQ. for more, follow
them on Twitter @thegibsonlondon.
http://www.foodepedia.co.uk/restaurantopenings/2016/jan/the_gibson_bar_opens_in_clerkenwell.htm

The Gibson Bar Shoreditch Review London
Jess Halladay
The Gibson lies along Old Street towards Clerkenwell and Farringdon; an area that's fast
becoming a firm favourite of mine. You’ll definitely be spoilt for choice when choosing which
bar to try next and now with The Gibson joining this elite crew, it’s a wonder how we’ll ever
decide!
The Venue
With all bars now proclaiming 'specialism' and 'authenticity' to a style, an era, a theme; it’s
refreshing to actually feel like you’ve stepped into that time machine / Tardis you always
long to appear, to head back in time to land in the place intended. The interior is
quintessentially Edwardian in ambience and decor, with strong usage of dark tones and
cosy candlelight to exaggerate the intimacy of the small corner venue - a thoroughly
curated concept created by designer Helen Calle-Lin. Only a month old, this youthful
venture has a mission to re-introduce London to the long-loved classic gin martini - The
Gibson. This exciting endeavour is much more than a cocktail bar to go for a drink. It's an
education of the mind and senses, telling the story of how The Gibson cocktail; the cocktail
that threw caution to the wind and said no more to the martini's distinguished olive and
hello to the pickled onion… and thus this small team aim to keep the classic Gibson alive
with a few twists along the way.
Snug and brimming with Edwardian charm, The Gibson is an ode to the much-loved gin
martini classic.
Atmosphere & Clientele
Dark, intimate and focused on the corner-side bar, all tables were continuously occupied
throughout the night on this Tuesday in the middle of the festive period. A mix of
professionals from the neighbouring offices and houses were in attendance that evening, all
trying a few cocktails each from the menu. The place came alive with the buzz of chatter
and subtle background music, and with Rusty and Suzannah serving each cocktail
individually and giving a quick overview of the drink - adding extra care and passion to the
cocktails and our experience on the night - there was nothing more this venue and team
could do to make us love the evening more.
The Gibson had a steady buzz throughout, and the bar team's attention to detail offered an
extra personal touch.
The Drinks
The menu takes you through the calendar year a week and a cocktail at a time. With a
meticulously devised selection of 4 cocktails per month, I decided to narrow my choices to
my favourite month (why, December of course) and birthday month (June). I knew I had to
try The Gibson, yet never one to stay on the classic route, I opted for The Gibson Girl (£10);
Ketel One, Aged Chartreuse, Eau de Yvette, Absinthe Bitters, Lavender and Violette White
Port (one from the June section). Served in a stainless steel martini glass and decorated
with a single violet flower, the visual presentation was simple yet elegant. One for the little
touches, our water glass was never less than half full and we were gifted with some pickled
delicacies and parmesan cheese throughout the night - two punchy and strong nibbles
perfectly chosen to complement the cocktail list!
If you're thinking the classic Gibson may not be for you then there are plenty of other
choices, my favourite being the Electric Shiso (£11); Anquery No. 10, Earl Grey Liqueur,

Electric Bitters, Lime, Fresh Grapefruit, Tonic & Grass Cordial (Purple Shiso, Eucalyptus,
Kukicha), which was decorated with a single Szechuan flower or 'buzz button', we were told
to take a bite of the buzz button and then try the cocktail, I’ll let you find out what this
tastes and feels like...
A carefully constructed, seasonal cocktail menu centres around variations of the classic
Gibson.
Summary
With the New Year now upon us, The Gibson should be top of your 2016 to visit list.
Throughout the year it will be hosting live jazz nights so you can sip your cocktails to the
rhythm of some soothing, classic tunes.
15. The Gibson Bar

The Gibson Bar
We all know the martini. But what about the Gibson? The Gibson is a cocktail made with gin
and vermouth (strong start) garnished with a pickled onion (try not to lose your mind, it’s
SO GOOD). It’s time for the Gibson to get a bit of love. So now there’s a bar dedicated to this
classic cocktail, and it’s about blimmin’ time. Go now, and discover why martinis need to
start looking to their laurels for best gin-based cocktail.
https://www.buzzfeed.com/emmacooke24/bars-you-must-visit-in-2016%23.jqWp1rZyX?
utm_term=.xe4dN78B3#.xv2p7zgNy

Confirmed: Fan-Club Members at The Gibson
Even before The Gibson opened (ever-so-quietly) on Old Street, we’d already pre-registered
ourselves in the fan club. Because not only is part-owner Marian Beke a bar manager at
Nightjar for five years, but Rusty Cerven — who will be bar manager at The Gibson — was
formally a senior mixologist at The Connaught Bar. So between the two, The Gibson was
always going to be ultra-warmly accepted.
The new gem of a cocktail bar is housed in a sympathetically re-styled, listed building with
an Edwardian tiled façade. The interior fuses old world Art Deco charm with a flourish of
Adam Ant drama. It’s adventurous and discreetly dazzling, and set to thrill discerning
drinkers with its original creators, intimate shadowy ambience, glinting mirrors and
glossings of vintage silver. Rusty and Marian were keen to not cross-pollinate between The
Gibson and their previous outposts: created by concept designed Helen Calle-Lin, they want
patrons to be mesmerized by the meeting of “precision and spontaneity”.
But it’s all about ‘The Gibson’ essentially. Leading the menu is this classic martini of
intrigue, which is elegantly served in a signature ice-cold, stainless steel martini glass.
Invented in the 1900s, Marian and Rusty have bought it bang up to date with their own
interpretations and twists of tingling pickled sweet-sour nuances.
Aside from the signature Gibson, a couple of notable serves include “The Onion Cocktail”:
(1917 – The Ideal Bartender) which combines Tanqueray Gin, Martini Riserva Rubino, and
the Gibson-house pickled onion and the “Pickled Banana Daiquiri”, fusing Azuki Bean
liqueur, Bacardi 8 yo rum, banana chutney, milk oolong and palm sugar.

To go with cocktails, a light selection of wines (and fancy champagnes!) and local brews
from Crate in Hackney and even Iceland’s Einstock are on offer. The Gibson’s menu is
custom-built around the concept of easy-peasy: think finely spice tartares made with steaks
from neighbouring Smithfield Market, plus dishes of shaved parmesan, and charcuterie &
cheese boards served with house-made pickles and chutneys.
And if you’re intrigued with the idea of staying late into the night, enjoying a loungy
soundtrack of live music sessions —rejoice, as The Gibson will politely oblige. Consider us
established members of the Gibson fan club.
http://www.themetropolist.com/nightlife-dining/where-to-go-this-week-nightlife-dining/confirmed-fanclub-members-at-the-gibson-bar/

Cocktail Lovers magazine
We have lift off! Marian Beke and Rusty Cerven in our Watch This Space feature
Illustration Edd Leigh edd-leigh.co.uk
Here’s a question: what do the recently departed David Bowie and Joe Gilmore have in
common? Our answer? The two great men both pushed boundaries and celebrated life
beyond earth. Issue 18 of The Cocktail Lovers magazine is dedicated to them– Gilmore, the
longest serving bartender at the legendary American Bar at The Savoy who created the
Moonwalk cocktail, and Bowie the trailblazer, the other-worldly star man who made us
question whether there was life on Mars.
With their pioneering spirit in mind, we’re heading to space. Well, not really but we’ve used
that as the theme for our first issue of the year…
To begin with, we ask six forward thinkers for their thoughts on what and how we will be
drinking in 10 years time and examine a glass made specially for space travellers.
To boldly go with Alex Kratena and Simone Caporale
Illustration Mark Reihill. markreihill.com
Then it gets literal, with Julian De Féral looking at venues with amazing spaces, Rebecca
Milford checking out space saving tips for home bars and photographer/illustrator Edd
Leigh setting 11 movers and shakers in a zero gravity environment as they talk about their
bold new moves in our Watch This Space feature.
The future is very much in focus, for us and Alex Kratena and Simone Caporale who left the
Artesian at the end of last year to pursue their solo project. We talk to them about their
plans for 2016 and beyond while Ben Norum predicts the key trends coming to London bars
in the next 12 months.
Travelling? Don’t miss our round-up of the hottest new bar openings everywhere from Bali
to Belgium.
Issue 18 of The Cocktail Lovers magazine will be available from 25th January. Subscribe for
the print issue here. (Single issues on request)
http://www.thecocktaillovers.com/2016/01/watch-this-space-whats-coming-up-in-issue-18-of-thecocktail-lovers-magazine/

Bar Review: The Gibson, Shoreditch
It’d be fair to say that there’s some understandable pressure surrounding the opening of
The Gibson. EC1’s latest trendy cocktail bar comes from Marian Beke, formerly bar
manager at Nightjar, just down the road, for five years. Nightjar quickly became one of
London’s most talked about bars, earning cred not only for its quality cocktails, but also its
inventive presentation and a secretive, you’ve-got-to-be-in-the-know location. Though now
just about everybody knows, so the secret is firmly out.
Fans of Nightjar will find themselves in resolutely familiar territory. Those who’ve never
tried Beke’s drinks before will more likely find themselves utterly baffled. The daunting
menu is divided by the calendar months (each given in their old Anglo-Saxon name,
naturally) – perfect for the indecisive drinker, who can simply use the date to pick their
tipple.
The décor lands somewhere vaguely around prohibition, as is de rigueur for the capital’s
cocktail bars, though there’s a stronger emphasis on the period’s art deco influences,
captured in angular illustrations, refractive lights and mirrored tables throughout.
The more alcoholic among us might have guessed that the bar draws its name from the
eponymous drink, a variant on the martini garnished with a pickled onion. Reassuringly,
The Gibson does indeed serve a pretty mean Gibson, crisp Tanqueray gin mellowed by
Mancino vermouth and cut through by the sweet, tangy house-pickled onion.
Beyond the classics, The Gibson gets a little more adventurous. The Electric Earl takes the
well-worn combination of gin and citrus, but spices it up by adding Earl Grey liqueur; a
small flower bud that floods the tongue with a tingling, buzzing sensation; and serving the
whole thing in a bloody lightbulb on a stem. Your reaction to the prospect of drinking out of
a lightbulb may be a helpful guide to your prospects of enjoying an evening at The Gibson –
love it or hate it, there’s more of that to come.
The smoky, spiced Way of the Dragon is served alongside a metal dragon blowing a steady
stream of smoke, topped with smoked (and admittedly slightly burnt) slices of dragonfruit.
Big in Japan is capped by a small wood fire, toasting some lotus seeds. The Miller’s Tale
uses bee-infused spirits (yes, bee), while December’s Minc’d Pye is served alongside a
mince pie made according to a traditional recipe using real minced meat.
This insistence on the strange and boundary pushing might be tiresome in lesser hands, but
it’s hard to complain when the drinks are so consistently exceptional. The fragrant,
honeyed Miller’s Tale was fresh with citrus, quickly banishing any mean-spirited
comparisons to Lemsip lurking in the back of the mind. The Electric Earl was the drink
every gin and tonic wishes it could be, a balanced bitterness with a silky smooth finish.
Drinks are accompanied by crumbly, dense parmigiano reggiano, presumably one of the few
bar snacks able to stand up to the array of flavours being served up by the bar staff. The
aforementioned house pickle was put to further good use on a selection of mushrooms,
cornichons and tomatoes, the latter in particular bursting with punchy flavour, while there
was the usual array of nuts and olives for the grazers among us.
If the majority of The Gibson’s drinks never quite taste as strange as the menu might lead
you to believe, that is perhaps a testament to the talent behind the bar, wrangling a

bewildering selection of ingredients into something the human palate knows how to handle.
That’s how Nightjar made its name, and it looks like The Gibson may well be set on the
same track.
Words by Dom Preston
http://www.candidmagazine.com/bar-review-the-gibson-shoreditch/

The Gibson
This discreetly dazzling new bar is packed with Edwardian details and designed with a
futuristic eye. It is owned by Marian Beke, who made his name at Nightjar as one of the
world's most innovative cocktail creators. Now, with bar manager Rusty Cerven, formerly
of The Connaught Bar, they'll greet you with 5 star service and thrill you with their close-up
wizardry. The cocktail list is curiously part written in Anglo-Saxon and has endless original
creations to discover. You will want several visits here to get in-the-know.
Experience: The classic Gibson served with different pickled styles. Revel in the intricate
edible garnishes. Let a daisy bud garnish kiss your palate with an electric tingle, or watch
molten dark chocolate being painted onto an ice block.
https://www.quintessentially.com/insider/top-5-bars-to-be-a-regular-at-in-2016

The Gibson
We all know the Martini. But how many of us can say we’ve sipped its lesser-known cousin,
the Gibson? The distinction is that the Gibson comes garnished with a pickled onion; at the
eponymous bar, that pickled onion happens to be housemade (and the drink comes served
in a condensation-beaded silver cocktail glass).
It may look distinctive, but visually this is one of the Gibson’s most subdued serves. Each
cocktail on the bar’s 48-strong menu comes in its own bespoke glassware, many with
attention-getting garnishes or nibbles on the side. It won’t be an unfamiliar gesture to those
who’ve been to Nightjar; the Gibson is the new spot from its former head bartender Marian
Beke, after all. But where Nightjar is a moody, jazz-soundtracked basement den, this is a
convivial corner bar, a neighbourhood spot where the drinks just happen to be ambitiously
theatrical.
And most of them work brilliantly: the Nether Say Nether brims with cocoa nuttiness and
comes topped with a stroopwafel; the Jekyll & Hive is a sultry mix of ingredients as diverse
as caramelised barley candy and bee wax-infused bourbon. It also comes served in a glass
smoking pipe. But if you prefer your classics, well, classic, that Gibson is an ideal place to
start.
http://hg2.com/venue/the-gibson-bar/

The Gibson
The Gibson is a new cocktail bar opening in Clerkenwell. The Gibson is ‘set to thrill
discerning drinkers with its original creations, intimate shadowy ambience, glinting
mirrors and patina of vintage silver’.
The 45-cover late-night bar is housed in a sympathetically re-styled, listed building with an
Edwardian tiled façade.
http://www.bonvivant.co.uk/journal/new-restaurant-openings-and-news-february-2016/

About The Gibson
When two of London's - nay, the world's - most celebrated bartenders join forces to create an
exciting new bar venture, you know it's going to be something pretty special. The Gibson is
a unique drinking den in London's Shoreditch that is serving up its own take on a cocktail
that was supposedly created in Edwardian England - the gibson, a twist on the classic
martini that swaps out an olive for a pickled onion. The Gibson is a small and intimate
space, decked out with leather bar stools and etched glass windows, but with a drinks menu
that shines even brighter than the mirrored tabletops. Cocktails obviously include a range
of gibsons, with all but the Dry Gibson (which enrobes a hazelnut) spiked with a premium
house-pickled onion. Other unique concoctions worth sipping include the Voodoo Rye pepper-infused whisky, cajun BBQ syrup, melon puree, veggie root beer, lemon and sweet
basil - and the Japito - gin, tamarillo puree, herbal aperitif, tonka bean, lime, marjoram, red
grape soda and popping candy. Aside from the delectable mixed drinks, The Gibson also
features a small wine list, champagne and two beers from a local brewery. Bar snacks
include a selection of pickles (obviously), a meat platter, cheese board, olives, nuts and
mackerel pâté.
http://www.worldsbestbars.com/bar/london/city-and-east-london/the-gibson

Featured by Twenty Something
Every so often, you stumble upon a place that transports you to another world. The Gibson
Bar on Old Street is one of those places, serving up gorgeously garnished drinks that redefine creative cocktail-making in beautiful art deco surrounds.
Everything is pitch perfect: the carefully sourced décor, the hand-drawn menu, the
complicated tales behind every drink. Perch yourself at the bar and strike up a chat with
the head bartender - who cut his teeth in another fabulous Old Street spot, Nightjar - and
you’ll leave knowing more about rare spirits than you ever thought possible. The Gibson’s
extensive list – there are pushing 50 cocktails – might take a while to read through, but it
merits careful perusal. We tried a couple of their signature martinis – the White Pelican
spiked a heady blend of white spirits with nut oils to pleasing effect. The Electric Earl was a
gentler introduction to fine mixology, perfectly blending gin, earl grey liqueur and a
refreshing splash of grapefruit, and garnished with a rare flower bud that gives the
sensation of a gentle electrocution on your tongue - it's more enjoyable than it sounds,
honest.

All that careful crafting might not come cheap, but when you can part with nearly a tenner
for an average margarita in plenty of joints across town, spending a couple more quid on a
very special place indeed counts as a bargain in our book.
By Rachel Hall.
http://twentysomething.com/place/the-gibson-cocktail-bar-clerkenwell

What: The Gibson
Where: 44 Old Street, EC1V 9AQ. thegibsonbar.london
When: Opened December 2015
Why: It’s the highly anticipated lovechild of two highly respected London-based bartenders,
Marian Beke (ex-Nightjar) and Rusty Cerven (ex-Connaught). In this, their first
independent venture they pay homage to one of the lesser celebrated classics, the Gibson.
And the way they do it makes you realise you’ve been depriving your tastebuds of a real
treat.
Before we get to the cocktails, there are so many things to love about this bar. The room is a
gem – small but absolutely perfectly formed with a delightful copper bar, etched glass
windows and carefully chosen lighting to cast dramatic shadows about the place – it’s like a
cocktail loving beatnik’s dream… It’s yet to be finished – a banquette will take the place of
the chairs lining the back wall and as well as the beautiful antique pickle jars and tongs and
saucer of finely shaved Parmesan cheese that accompany your drinks, there will be a choice
of cold cuts and tartares with meat from nearby Smithfield market available.
On to the drinks… Move over Martinis, here its pickle flavoured cousin is allowed to shine.
And rightly so. You can enjoy the gin, vermouth and onion based drink which dates back to
the 1900s from an ice cold stainless steel Martini glass, with either an olive, hazelnut or
the requisite onion adding complexity and a little extra to munch on – all pickled on the
premises and balanced just-so.
While the Gibson is undoubtedly the star, there are original drinks on the ever-evolving
menu too. We liked the Pickled Banana Daiquiri (azuki bean liqueur, Bacardi 8 year old
rum, banana chutney, milk oolong, palm sugar, young coconut water, curry leaf, lime, gold
coconut ice). Expect equally delightful surprises every week but one thing they will all have
in common is the addition of chutneys or pickles. Wonderful stuff.
Ask for: Dry Gibson Cocktail (Tanqueray gin, Martini Riserva, Ambrato, hazlenut).
http://www.thecocktaillovers.com/2016/01/three-new-bars-to-have-on-your-radar-now/

The Gibson cocktail
The Gibson cocktail was created in the first decade of the 1900s and, like all true classics, it
has withstood the test of time. We like to think of the cocktail as a traveller, journeying
through space and time. The Gibson bar pays homage to the cocktail’s journey. The bar is a
time machine and through the selection of your drink, you are in control of your

destination. Embarking from Edwardian London, your first stop might be a spring evening
in the 1920s or a winter’s night of a time yet to come… all in the time it takes to mix a
drink.
http://www.girlsdrinkvodka.com/?fb_comment_id=841683699201668_874270032609701#!THEGIBSON-BAR-IN-LONDON-AN-EDWARDIAN-TIMEMACHINE/c23uh/56aab6be0cf2f766058e6c42

Where to Next
Whether it’s a place to meet before the party with friends, to share a pint and catch up on
the day, or a bar to sip cocktails after your masterclass and discuss your newfound skills,
we’ve cherry picked the perfect place just around the corner.
https://drinkup.london/bars/the-gibson/

The Gibson
The tiny Gibson seems practically custom-built for dates: it's intimate, in a cool part of
town, feels vintage-inspired without being twee and has bags of choice, so if you've no idea
what your date likes, they're still likely to find something to love. There's proper pedigree
behind this bar, with Marian Beke, formerly of Nightjar, and Rusty Cerven, one time
mixologist at The Connaught Bar, building the drinks. No-one will go home disappointed.
Better yet, if the date's going well, it's open until 1am every evening and 2am on Fridays
and Saturdays, so you don't need to cut your evening short.
http://www.standard.co.uk/goingout/bars/the-best-bars-for-a-date-in-londona3176356.html#gallery

The Gibson
Old Street, bar review: Dazzling drinks from an inspired team
Despite a bafflingly long menu, David Ellis finds there's an awful lot to admire at this new
neighbourhood bar
Date night favourite: The Gibson
What they say: The Gibson is out to impress until the early hours with dazzling cocktails
and a parlour pitched somewhere between Edwardian and Art Deco. Not that you’d pick it
up from the name or anything, but they’re doing their bit to ensure London gets back to
drinking the classic Martini twist, The Gibson.
What we say: Drinks aren’t simply poured here, they’re tended to, built, thought about,
adored.
Marian Beke, formerly of Nightjar, and Rusty Cerven, one time mixologist at The
Connaught Bar, are doing as much with presentation as they are with drinks: serves come
smoking, in teapots and coconuts and all sorts. Their supply of drinking receptacles is
seemingly endless, to the point I was looking for an elf-filled workshop behind the bar. I
might have seen one, but that might have been the absinthe.

'There are no rushed drinks: not even tap water leaves the bar without the once over'
This all sounds flippant – oops – but the truth is the Gibson is doing more creatively to push
bartending forward than any bar that's opened up in a long, long while. They don't do
gimmicks – apart from the glasses – so here it's about nothing more than constant tweaks
to flavour pairings. Not everything we had seemed fully formed, but it's exciting to see them
at work, and to see what might come next. There are no rushed drinks: not even tap water
leaves the bar without the once over. It's a place where drinks nerds can gleefully spend
hours being delighted, but (thankfully) doesn't feel this way at all.
One of a kind: the drinks at The Gibson are unlike those you will find nearly anywhere else
Good for: The tiny Gibson seems practically custom-built for dates: it's intimate, in a cool
part of town, is vintage-inspired without being twee and has bags of choice, so if you've no
idea what your date likes, they're still likely to find something to love. It's too small for big
groups, but if you're with a mate, prop up the bar and try as much as possible.
Order: Here there is something of a problem. The menu at the Gibson is long, bafflingly long:
the only advantage to this is that you’ll have something to keep you occupied when your
date is late.
Top serve: the Wizard of Oz cocktail
So, instead, rely on the staff: they know their list well, and will happily give their
recommendations. Trust them: they got it right time over on one long night with us. The
classic Gibson (gin, vermouth, cocktail onion) is a must, but otherwise try The Wizard of Oz
(rye infused with cherry, maple and maftoul syrup, beirao liquer, blood orange tawny port,
smoked corn hair). It seemed familiar and brand new all at the same time.
By the way: For those who know life is short and should be enjoyed, the bar serves cigars
too.
http://www.standard.co.uk/goingout/bars/the-gibson-old-street-bar-review-dazzling-drinks-from-aninspired-team-a3182896.html

REVIEW: The Gibson – an impressive DNA aces their set-up
The Gibson: Wow. From the get-go it’s been thrilling discerning drinkers with its unique
creations, cosy shadowy ambience and surreal cocktail list. The drumroll of anticipation for
its opening was intense: ever since we found out Marian Beke (formerly of Nightjar) would
open a bar with Rusty Cerven (previously senior mixologist at The Connaught), we couldn’t
sit still.
And with such an impressive DNA, odds are they were going to ace this set up. And that
they have.
The Gibson is situated on a corner site in Clerkenwell and the Edwardian tiled façade is
unlike anything on this quiet end of Old Street. But its one-of-a kind impact is what makes it
so fabulous. It might only be February, but it’s already one of our favourite places to open
this year.

Fusing old world art deco charm with a curlicue of Adam Ant drama, every little detail and
nuance has been thought out to an immaculate T — it’s like they’ve zoomed in on every
little pixel for the ultimate experience. The interior is decorated so as to assimilate the
story of Charles Dana Gibson, the 1930s American graphic artist who allegedly inspired the
“The Gibson” cocktail. Drawings of his “Gibson Girl” — the idealised American woman at the
turn of the 20th century — appear on the windows and menus, further adding to the
carefully considered and intricate detailing.
Same goes for the illustrative menu — all 16 pages of it. Designed like a calendar, each page
is a different month so as to highlight the seasonal changes, and thus reflected in the
cocktails and their ingredients.
Components of many might sound outrageous and foreign, albeit lest we forget that the
guys behind the bar have adept skills as flavour experts: years of experimentations,
scholarly studying of cookbooks and ingredient sources leaves us in good hands. Moreover,
the team here at The Gibson are incredibly helpful and friendly, offering sage counsel and
recommendations.
Leading the menu is of course, ‘The Gibson’ which comes served, ever-so-elegantly in a
signature, ice-cold stainless steel martini glass. The classic cocktail of intrigue back in the
1900s, Rusty and Marian have transported this to the 21st century and kept it en pointe
with their own renditions and subtle twists.
Take for instance, the “Way of the Dragon” which comprises Henessy fine, Chambord, fresh
pineapple, pickled mango, longan juice, fresh lime, 3 styles of Madeira, galia melon, and
pumpkin and walnut jam. The wordy ingredient list is just as complex as the flavours that
bounce around then settle into a fresh, fruity-yet sour concoction. But the impressive
presentation is what will knock you for six: a metal dragon blowing dry-ice out of its mouth
accompanies the small cup, adding not only to the embellishment of the cocktail, but the
overall experience.
Then there comes the ‘Tiger Balm’ — sip on a zesty infusion of tequila, chilli liqueur,
diamond lime, grapefruit, agave syrup, fresh turmeric, and date & tamarind chutney, then
wait for the subtle punch of the lemon balm laced around the rim. The ingenious piquant
combination is very unlike your regular margarita.
The ‘Mock Turtle’ is an all-round pleaser too — ignore the mention of fresh gherkin juice,
and let the lemon myrtle infused vodka, elderflower liqueur, lime and candied quince do the
rest. Delightfully sweet and refreshing, the pickled juice delicately rounds it off.
Oh, and there’s snacks to boot. In orchestration with The Gibson’s play on different
vinegars, a selection of pickled vegetables is an agreeable and intelligent alternative to the
common popcorn. The cheese board is of upmost importance too — cleanse the palate with
some aged parmigiano, crumbling ever so delicately on the tongue.
With a few small tables enough to accommodate 2-4 people, we suggest making a beeline
straight for the bar if you want to see the barman work their magic.
And, if you detest the idea of standing in a non-moving queue whilst they prepare the
labour-intensive cocktails, rejoice — table service. Win.
We could go on — overwhelmingly so. But we think you best book a table at The Gibson,
pronto.
http://www.themetropolist.com/nightlife-dining/where-to-go-this-week-nightlife-dining/the-gibson-animpressive-dna-making-waves-in-the-cocktail-world/

Inventive Edwardian-themed bar
The story of The Gibson
No London bar has yet mastered the Gibson cocktail….
Before one fundamental ingredient was forgotten - the pickled onion…. Pickled treats onions, olives, pickles and Japanese ginger - all made in-house. The cocktails here are a
work of art.
Served with hand-chipped ice.
And mixed by cocktail experts. Owner Marian Beke, (ex head bar guy at Nightjar) and
Head bar dude Rusty Červen - senior mixologist at The Connaught Bar. Every garnish
under the sun.
Including this ‘buzz button’ - like an electric shock in your mouth (suck it and see). An
incredible boozy experience for your senses.
http://www.3kindsofice.com/london/the-gibson

A vaguely prohibition-themed cocktail bar
Near Old St shaking knock-out cocktails.The name of this Old Street cocktail bar may have
delicate drinkers running for the hills, since a Gibson is also the name for a martini with a
pickled onion bobbing in its depths. There’s nothing inelegant about the setting though, a
small space that’s been given a 1920s look. Well, the Kirstie Allsopp version, with DIY
lighting effects from decanters filled with tea lights and such. It’s an attractive room, if not
all that authentic.
But what is the real deal is the skill behind the operation, with bartenders having done
their time over at prohibition-themed Nightjar down the road. And you can tell, with that
vague ’20s decor, a similar tome-like menu and flamboyant decorations on drinks. And
there’s table service from a flapper girl, which feels a touch unnecessary in a bar this size,
especially when the barman can hear your pleas for recommendations (it really is a long
menu). Thankfully, our flapper is unflappable, breezily rattling through our best options
based on spirit and flavour preferences.
I opted for an Electric Earl (£11), which is a knock-out mix of gin, earl grey liqueur,
grapefruit juice and a whole host of citrusy ingredients. They blend it with in-house bitters
made from the ‘buzz button’, a flower whose bud has an electrifying effect on the tongue
that lives up to the drink’s name – my tastebuds were dancing for quite some time after
each sip. A less classy version, The Great Japito (gin, tamarillo puree, Campari, tonka
beans, pink grape soda, £11), was brought to my friend, filled with popping candy for a
similar effect. It felt a little tacky for a joint done up so tastefully, but there’s no denying –
popping candy aside – the drink had a fantastic flavour, with a touch of the Parma Violets
about it.
So, the theme may be borrowed and they may be doing a whole lot more than the name
would have you believe, but drinks-wise, there’s something for everyone in this little bar.
But on a lonely stretch of Old Street that’s far from both Shoreditch and Clerkenwell, The
Gibson struggles to get people through the door (as has been the case for previous owners

here). As such, you’re unlikely to get that roaring ’20s atmosphere. It’s a shame, cause
these drinks definitely had us in a flap.
http://www.timeout.com/london/bars-and-pubs/the-gibson

Top 10 things you need to know about The Gibson cocktail bar:
1) Given Richard Branson is still struggling with his rockets for space travel, waiting for an
entrepreneur to perfect time travel might still be sometime away. In the meantime, a more
cost-effective option would be to visit The Gibson.
2) You haven't done Prohibition or Art Deco era until you've visited this speakeasy bar near
Old Street. Dark, mysterious and secretive from the outside, it might give the impression of
an old-fashioned pub but that’s far from the truth.
3) Inside is all shiny copper bar, mirrored table tops and crystal lampshades. If the Great
Gatsby crowd were heading out to town for pre-dinner cocktails, this would be where you
find them.
4) James Bond might prefer a vodka martini, but the classy Gatsby crowd prefer a Gibson,
which is a variation of the martini using pickled onions as a garnish rather than olives.
5) Actually, The Gibson bar is more like a bespoke tailor from Savile Row, you tell them
your requirements - sweet, sour, bitter, out of the ordinary - and they will deliver it using
the most spectacular receptacle ever, above and beyond your expectations.
6) Don't have a sweet tooth? Their Electric Earl cocktail will electrify your taste buds. It
comes in a cocktail glass looking like a light bulb, it’s 10-plus ingredients combine for an
elegant, refreshing, sensual citrus delight.
7) Need something stronger to help deal with the Mafia/gangster types in your life? The
Ponderosa is your calling then. Its lamb jerky-infused Knob Creek rye will stiffen anyone's
resolve. Yes, the drink does come with actual lamb jerky on the cocktail.
8) Even Bloomingdale's won't have The Gibson bar's vast selection of cocktail holders. Look
out for their tiny eau de vie holders with two gorgeous mini-carps.
9) Remember in the 1920's/30's, people didn't rush. Enjoy your time with a cigar, a
sumptuous charcuterie board or admire the beautiful gibson girl drawings on their epic 16
page menu.
10) 3 + 9 probably equals 2. The people behind The Gibson bar are Marian from Nightjar,
the world's 3rd best bar, and Rusty from the Connaught bar, the world's 9th best bar. No
doubt, The Gibson bar will be high on the list of the world's top bars very soon.
http://www.fluidlondon.co.uk/venue/clerkenwell/gibson-ec1v

Squaremeal Review of The Gibson
Charles Dana Gibson's sketches of 'The Gibson Girl' defined America's vision of belle époque
beauty from the late 1890s onwards. Around the same time, a New York barman
substituted a pickled onion for the customary olive in a Dry Martini and The Gibson
cocktail was born. You'll find it here, along with various classy twists on the same theme,
such as Some Moth Cocktail – an absinthe-laced concoction dating from the 1920s. The
adventurous drinks list also has plenty of interest for gin refuseniks – try Voodoo Rye
(pepper-infused Bulleit whiskey, Cajun BBQ syrup, melon purée, lemon and root beer).
Otherwise, Monkey Kong (roast edamame-infused Monkey Shoulder whisky with
mangosteen, rambutan and various sweet-and-sour flavourings) is one of several intriguing
Asian-tinged experiments at this Old Street contender – a cute conversion of a Victorian
tap-house, complete with frosted-glass windows and a candlelit interior.
http://www.squaremeal.co.uk/restaurant/the-gibson

The Gibson:
New experimental cocktail bar near Old St, from ex-Nightjar bar manager
By Nina @WrittenByFitton · On March 8, 2016
When news hit my inbox that the bar manager of Nightjar (frequently named London’s Best
Speakeasy Bar, and for good reason) was going it alone with a new, adventurous cocktail
spot called The Gibson, I diarised a visit pronto. An Edwardian time warp just off Old
Street, The Gibson is very dimly lit, with Art Deco flourishes, and open till 1 or 2am
Monday to Saturday – it’s pretty much a Tinder date-planner’s dream.
Behind the bar, the space is crammed with a variety of novel vessels (everything from
vintage perfume bottles to borosilicate smoking pipes to silver goblets – sourced from
around the world, there’s a different one for each drink) and a plethora of bowls and bottles
of bitters, essences, garnishes and finishing touches.
Drinks are OTT and their dramatic creation means a seat up at the bar is a much-coveted
commodity. But while you may be served a beverage in a repurposed lightbulb or a
ridiculous monkey-faced tiki mug, you can be sure that the liquid within has been
painstakingly created by flavour experts, following hours of experimentation, scholarly
study of cookery books, and obsessive ingredient sourcing, to ensure mixological greatness
is reached with each and every item on the menu.
Cocktails cost around £10 and are served with delicious pickled vegetables and freshly
chopped Parmigiano Reggiano. You can book a table by emailing
calling@thegibsonbar.london.
http://hyhoi.com/2016/03/the-gibson-old-st-cocktails/

Six of the coolest cocktail bars in London
Jared Brown of Mixellany.com
London has been lauded as a leader of the global cocktail renaissance for over a decade, yet
the cocktails have never been as good or as groundbreaking as they are today, says Jared
Brown of mixellany.com. Here he rounds-up the coolest places in the capital to grab a drink
1. The Gibson
When two of London’s top bartenders quit their high-profile jobs to take over a tiny east
London corner pub, the result was always going to be remarkable. Opened just months ago,
after Rusty Cervin from the Connaught and Marian Beke from Nightjar rebuilt the interior
themselves, cocktail lovers from around the world are flocking in for the namesake Gibsons
and other inspired cocktails – such as the Pickled Banana Daiquiri and the Wizard of Oz
served in a teacup-sized metal top hat – with jars of homemade pickled vegetables on the
side. They call their bar an ‘Edwardian time machine’, but the whimsically presented,
highly imaginative drinks are too timeless for that.
http://highlife.ba.com/articles/six-of-the-coolest-cocktail-bars-in-london/

Bar Review: Gibson Bar, London
After yesterday’s post about The Shard, you’d be forgiven for thinking that we finished our
drinks and headed home.
This was not the case. I was keen to sample more of what London had to offer (as always),
and both Su Lin and Denise were only too happy oblige. Cue a visit to what is probably one
of my favourite bars ever. Not an exaggeration, nor me being my usual overly excited self.
I am in love with a bar. And I’m not ashamed to admit it.
The Gibson Bar is on Old Street in Islington – not necessarily the first spot you’d look to for
a bar specialising in an early 20th century cocktail, but nonetheless home to this little bar,
and a growing number of venues.
The Gibson Girl (used on the awning for the bar) and the Gibson cocktail share a time
frame, though it’s still speculation as to which came first. The illustration began appearing
in the 1890s as the personification of the feminine ideal of physical attractiveness by
Charles Dana Gibson, while the cocktail has it’s roots pre-prohibition, though the oldest
published recipe hails from 1908 in The World’s Drinks And How To Mix Them by William
Boothby.
The Gibson is, one of my absolute favourite cocktails. There’s something just delicious about
gin, vermouth and the acidity of a pearl pickled onion. The balance is tricky as hell, and it’s
as much down to the ingredients in the drink, as to the garnish itself. I thoroughly blame
my addiction on a certain Mr Binnersley of MOJO in Manchester, who made one for a
cocktail competition using his own homemade pickled onions with bay leaf. To say I was
hooked and I had to reluctantly hand back the jar (let alone the gin) would be an
understatement.
Within moments of arrival, Su Lin had said hello to a number of friends and we had perched
at the bar.

They had me when the bar nibbles arrived. Nuts? No. Crackers? Nuh-uh. A jar of perfectly
crafted pickles. The acid and light salty nature awaken the tastebuds just enough without
being overpowering – it’s not like being given a jar of Haywards with malty vinegar.
The menu is divided into months, with each offering suitably themed cocktails. December
obviously leans on Christmas flavours, whilst my own birth month, August (which of course
is where I leant for my first cocktail) features summery, beach led flavours, like the Gibson
Cocktail ‘A La Martin Raggett’. It’s the love child of a dirty Martini and a Gibson. Gin Mare,
Noilly Prat infused with sea purslane, sea salt spray and a Gibson pickled olive (or three).
This is my kind of cocktail. I like fruity drinks, and hard hitting classics like a negroni, but
sometimes there is nothing that hits the spot quite like this.
Su Lin’s own, the Sasquatch featured beetroot as both a garnish and an integral part of the
cocktail with Auchentoshan Three Wood, mulled spices Bee’s Bread Syrup and fresh lemon.
Again beautifully balanced, none of the acidity overpowered, it simply tickled the
tastebuds.
Denise’s drink, to the left on this picture (and yes that is a lightbulb glass) was the Electric
Earl – Tanqueray TEN, Earl Grey liqueur, Electric bitters, fresh grapefruit, lime, tonic and
citrus grass cordial, garnished with an electrifying flower bud. Sharp, tingly, stimulating,
the bud is meant to be nibbled alongside, and offers a tingling sensation that has to be
experienced to be believed.
While we sipped we eyed the other creations behind the bar. Each drawing our attention for
glassware and garnish…
Dry ice and theatre. It’s a bar that I’d really need a week to experience, perched at the bar,
watching, chatting, learning, and sampling.

One for home meant the Tiger Balm – Don Julio Blanco Tequila, chilli liqueur, diamond lime,
grapefruit, agave syrup, fresh tumeric and date and tamarind chutney. Garnished with
lemon balm, tamarind and a side of crickets. Yes crickets. Yes I did eat them. Yes they taste
like peanuts. Kind of.
The cocktail itself was smoky, sweet, lightly sour. Definitely the last one for me after an
evening spent sampling in two fantastic bars.

And for Denise too, as she nibbled on baby corn dipped in chocolate, the garnish to her last
drink before her Uber arrived to whisk her away.
With thanks to Su Lin, Denise (I will be down for a visit to your place, you’re stuck with me
now) and to The Gibson Bar. I vaguely recall a conversation where you mentioned visiting
Manchester for the Boutique Bar Show.
I can’t wait.
With vast thanks to Su Lin, Denise and the team at The Gibson Bar.
These drinks were supplied for free by Gibson Bar. As ever, this doesn’t guarantee a positive
review (if anything, I tend to be a harsher critic).
I’m in love. Had I been paying I’d have been just as much in love and blown my entire
clothing budget for the next two months. No regrets.

http://ginfuelledbluestocking.co.uk/bar-review-gibson-bar-london/

Marian Beke, director at The Gibson, London
“Vodka started the cocktail revolution back in the nineties, and guests still love it even
today. It’s more a fact of trends that as bartenders we like to challenge ourselves
to discover new flavours and tastes. It’s an exciting journey. Vodka is vodka and should stay
that way, and it will surely have a comeback when bartenders need neutral spirit to
showcase more of other ingredients.
“For me the classic Martini is always great to showcase the purity of each particular
product and versatility where you can show other exciting fresh and local or exotic
flavours.”
http://www.thespiritsbusiness.com/2016/03/ten-bartenders-opinions-on-vodka-cocktails/4/

london: the gibson
somewhere between the nomadic stretch anchored by the barbican and old street tube
stations lies a blink-and-miss diminutive addition to london’s concept bar repertoire. a dim
glow of tea lights, illuminate an ambiguous decor with a ‘vintage’ feel whilst the eclectic
serving ware wouldn’t go amiss in phileas fogg’s collection - ranging from golden dragon
vessels to coconut shell cups and edison-lightbulb glasses. the extensive drinks menu is the
product of fierce and unrelenting experimentation in the pursuit of ultimate taste
experiences. the thematic takes it’s cue from the original ‘gibson martini’ replete with a
lone pickled onion. [gibson girls being the ‘it’ girls of the 1890s, encapsulated through the
idealist illustrations of charles dana gibson]. every drink is crafted with time and love and
the menu will only be updated once a year - these aren’t throw away formulas you’ll
struggle to decide which drink to select as each contains a bizarro ingredient often a savory
‘condiment’ addition - a pickle, chutney, ketchup. just a few of the ingredients from the
opening pages: aromatised sandalwood, soft tofu, electrifying flower bud, edible beer soap
air, grain ash flavoured cacao butter, pumpkin and walnut jam, grilled rice powder,
balsamic picked quail egg, cheddar whey, warm fejoa snow, myrrh bitters. you get the
concept. the menu is divided by month, suggesting would you may imbibe throughout the
year - all the more reason to make return visits. a delightful experience where every drink
is a conversation starter.
http://superfuture.com/supertravel/london/hoxton-shoreditch/the-gibson

The Gibson - The City , London
COCKTAIL BAR OLD STREET
One of the great things about living in a metropolis is that it allows for specialisation. Travel
around somewhere like rural America or coastal India and it can be surprisingly difficult to
find a menu that doesn‘t comprise of a couple cuisines and over a couple hundred dishes.
Big cities though, like Tokyo and like London, offer high-concept bars and eateries where

you can go for something very specific, and not much else. The Gibson, a drinking den just
west of the Old Street Roundabout, is that kind of place.
Launched by owner Marian Beke (former bar manager at The Nightjar) with bar manager
Rusty Cerven (senior mixologist at The Connaught), The Gibson is named for the famous
gin martini garnished with a pickled cocktail onion, but they specialise in a wide range of
cocktails either spiked with vinegar or pickled ingredients. Now, we know this might be offputting to some drinkers, but we can assure you that the results are very, very good. The
45 cover bar is intimate and not heavily adorned. Frosted glass windows and art deco wall
sconces imbue the room with a Victorian/Edwardian ambience. The most salient feature of
the room is the bar, behind which a veritable buffet line of cured, dried and pickled
ingredients are lined up, including a wide array of homemade syrups, desiccated slices of
citrus, orange peels, pickled mushrooms, flower buds and quails‘ eggs, to name a few.
Upon arrival we were greeted with shots of fruit punch which had a whisper of vinegar
cutting through the sweetness. It was a welcome distraction while we perused the cocktail
menu, which draws inspiration from disparate historical sources running the gamut from
medieval England to colonial Bombay. We chose the eponymous cocktails, figuring if they
were good enough for the name, they‘d be good enough for our palates, and we weren‘t
wrong. The Gibson arrived in a chilled steel martini glass, and oh boy it was powerful. The
recipe was simple: Tanqueray with
Mancino Secco vermouth and a house pickled onion. Two of these would be lethal. A Dry
Gibson on the other hand was a bit more complex: St James No 3 Gin aromatised with
sandalwood, Martini Ambrato, British bitters and pickled exotic nuts, served in a retro
vintage silver spoon.
Whilst powerful cocktails with pickled ingredients are a speciality here, there are plenty of
lighter options too, and pickles aren‘t de rigueur. We were quite smitten by this little
drinking den and will definitely be returning soon. If you‘re serious about your cocktails,
rest easy that Beke and Cerven are even more serious!
http://www.innerplace.co.uk/venue/?venueId=106301

Top 10 Classic Drinks Twists
10. The Ponderosa - The Mint Julep
When you think of a Mint Julep, the first thing that usually come to mind is a hot day probably one in the deep south of the US and the Kentucky Derby. A quick, cold and
refreshingly strong drink that's seen popularity all over the world - with original version
including apricot brandy, madeira & claret (seen in book 'Dainty Drinks & Cooling Cups' by
William Terrington) but the popular and known choice is Bourbon.
Another one of those conundrums: how do you create something inspired by a simple mix
of Bourbon, Sugar and Mint. It requires experimentation and ideas that wouldn't
necessarily have been around the time of its creation (said to be the 18th century).

At The Gibson in East London, they’ve taken what they know best and created something
unique and different with a savoury palate but still paying homage to the classic. They
infuse Knob Creek rye with lamb jerky and combined it with smoked apple, lemon ketchup,
pickled mint sauce & orange juice. It's garnish is as elaborate as its ingredients: lemon
twists, wheatgrass shoots and the very edible lamb jerky.
Honourable mention: 'English Julep', The Whip London
http://www.the-brokenstem.com/single-post/2016/02/25/Top-10-Classic-Drinks-Twists

The Gibson, London
Having opened late last year, it's one of the finest bars we've stepped into in a long time,
based upon the theme of, 'The Gibson' - a martini garnished with a cocktail onion. A majorly
chilled vibe awaits within this art deco palace, that comes to remind us of the golden age of
cocktails, harking back to Charles Dana Gibson & Cary Grant's Roger Thornhill from North
by North-West, who even appear on the first page of the menu.
Fronted by Marian Beke formerly of Nightjar and Rusty Cervan, former senior mixologist
at The Connaught they've taken a different approach to drinks while offering an
exceptional service for their guests
Sceptics might question how you base a bar around a drink that's only difference is the
garnish - well it's simple: that cocktail onion is pickled. So why not work with ingredients
that are pickled, brined and even fermented ingredients. Oh, and lemon ketchup. We also
love their Gibson - a pefectly balanced mix of Tanqueray & Mancino Secco, with the iconic
garnish.
Now there's no review here to read, because this is something you have to experience
yourself.
We also reckon that in the next couple of years, we'll see Gibson in the World's 50 Best Bars.
And maybe even a Spirited Award at Tales of the Cocktail.
http://www.the-brokenstem.com/single-post/2016/02/21/The-Gibson
50 Bars Every Londoner Should Have Been To
24. The Gibson – It’s kind of like an Edwardian time-warp and legendary bartenders Marian
(ex-Nightjar) and Rusty (ex-Connaught) know a thing or 50 about making perfect
cocktails. Killer Martinis, fun smokin’ cocktails served up in crazy vessels, pickle snacks
and the best service you can get, it’s legendary. We can book you the best seat in the house,
sign up for BarChick Concierge online and message us.
http://www.barchick.com/bars-every-londoner-should-have-been-to/

Time Out London Bar Awards 2016: Best New Bar shortlist
2. The Gibson
http://www.timeout.com/london/bars-and-pubs/time-out-london-bar-awards-2016-best-new-barshortlist

Expensive but poor cocktails can jog on
One of the most memorable cocktails I ever had – one that honestly gave me a ‘wow’
moment and, dear readers, a single malt-based drink – was From Dusk Till Dawn at the The
Gibson in London. It was one of those concoctions featuring such exotic ingredients I
expected David Attenborough to sweep through the door with a camera crew: Capuacu
butter wash Craigellachie 13 Year Old, Valerian root and tamari soya, black garlic honey,
millet amazake and fresh lemon. Yeah, I only recognised the whisky and the lemon juice
too, and thought Valerian root was a Game of Thrones reference.
Often enough bars get carried away listing ingredients with unpronounceable names and
elaborate garnishes without a thought for flavour. Not this drink. This was sublime. One of
the best I’ve ever had the pleasure of getting to know, and great value for money at £11.
No, journalism does not pay enough to warrant a Gibson visit very often, but on the rare
occasion I do shell out for a cocktail I want a good one.
From Dusk Till Dawn: a cocktail worth parting with your money for
Now, I’ve had the fortune of drinking in some of the best bars in the world, most of them
destination bars for good reason – they create cocktails worth a thousand mile trip and a
£10-20 hole in my pocket. Others, unfortunately, are more like the Kardashians – beautiful
to behold but lacking substance.
The price of a cocktail – or wine, whisky or beer for that matter – in a high end bar includes
the pleasure of sitting in beautiful surroundings, enjoying an ’elite’ experience, but surely
the quality of the drink comes into play as well?
While on my holidays last week, a friend recommended I pop into the most extravagant and
historic hotel in Marrakech for a drink in their bar – named after a famous British Prime
Minister, and rumoured to be an experience I wouldn’t want to miss.
Unfortunately the live jazz pianist and charms of the bartender weren’t enough to make up
for the poor quality of the drinks: an eggy and unbalanced ‘Lapsang Souchong-smoked’ sour
made with Laphroaig 10 Year Old and a watery Old Fashioned (made Pendennis Club-style)
with Luxardo maraschino liqueur instead of a cherry. At £20 each, these were more
expensive than most London bars. More so than a cocktail at London’s Artesian, the
luxurious hotel bar voted the world’s best by Drinks International several times over.
Now I understand Marrakech is hardly London or New York – the two great cocktail
capitals of the world – and this is hardly the first time I’ve been disappointed by an
excessively-priced drink in a five-star hotel, but some perspective must be heeded where
pricing is concerned. That, or bartenders need to up their game.
Bars needn’t be elaborate with their drinks to gain favour – simple classic cocktails
executed with precision are enough to put a smile on my face, despite a high price tag. I’d
happily hand over a tenner for a sumptuous Old Fashioned (made with Scotch, of course),
down my local boozer, so long as it was made well.

Incidentally, you can still try From Dusk Till Dawn at The Gibson (and I recommend you
do). Meanwhile, my ‘friend’ with less trustworthy recommendations will be buying the next
round.
Tales of the Cocktail Announces Top Ten Nominees for the 10th Annual Spirited Awards
Best New International Cocktail Bar
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7 Tales (London, United Kingdom)
Black Rock (London, United Kingdom)
Charles H. (Seoul, South Korea)
The Dark Horse (Bath, United Kingdom)
Dead Ringer (Sydney, Australia)
The Gibson (London, United Kingdom)
Gibson Bar (Singapore)
HIMKOK (Oslo, Norway)
Joyeux Bordel (London, United Kingdom)
Oriole (London, United Kingdom)

https://talesofthecocktail.com/news/tales-cocktail-announces-top-ten-10th-annual-spirited-awards

The Gibson
A relative newcomer to east London, The Gibson is a ravishing beauty inside and out, what
with its bottle green glazed tiles and copper-topped bar. A Gibson, by the way, is a martini
with the olive switched for a pickled onion, created for the artist Charles Dana Gibson in
1908. It's the speciality of this Old Street bar, so make like Cary Grant in North By
Northwest and order one before dinner.
http://londonist.com/2016/06/are-these-london-s-smallest-bars

20/50 The Gibson
Given the dearth of decent cocktails in Farringdon, the tiny Gibson is a God-send. It’s a
parlour pitched somewhere between Edwardian and Art Deco, and drinks aren’t simply
poured here, they’re tended to, built, thought about, adored. All unsurprising, really, given
the team learnt their trade at the likes of Nightjar and The Connaught.
This place is doing more creatively to push bartending forward than any bar that's opened
up in a while, so ask the team for recommendations and you’ll be presented with something
magic. You’ll need to ask, actually, as the menu is a novel and there’s the risk of wasting the
evening reading instead of drinking, and that simply wouldn’t do at all.
http://www.standard.co.uk/goingout/bars/the-50-best-bars-in-london-a3284291.html#gallery

The Gibson
Clerkenwell
On a particularly bleak stretch of road between Farringdon and Old St, this tiny, converted
pub shines like a beacon of drinks against the dark night. Featuring frosted windows, Art
Deco-influenced decor, and a drink list that would take you a month to drink through, these
guys really mean business. It’s no surprise that the folks at the helm are formerly of The
Nightjar and The Connaught; everything is presented with elegance and an abundance of
picture-worthy garnishes. The best part: the drinks taste as good as they look.
https://www.thrillist.com/drink/london/best-cocktails-in-london

The Bar Diary Vol 5 – The Gibson Bar
by Anton Welcome
FOOD & DRINK | No Comments
Tagged: Bar Diaries, Botanist, cocktails, Gin, The Gibson, whiskey, woodrford reserve
On a bright Thursday evening in London we take that well-earned time-out to relieve the
stresses of a day in the city, to a new bar for new type of cocktail.
The venue of choice for the evening was The Gibson in Old Street, a place where you will
literally feel like you’ve stepped into a time machine. But not in a bad way, for the Gibson
bar takes you on a journey through the elegance of their copper bar, etched glass windows
and chic & classic seating area.
And then we move on to the cocktails…… Prepare to be impressed by the vast array on their
ever changing menu of fine choices.
Our main purpose for coming down was we heard there was a certain cocktail residing on
their menu currently, consisting of our favourite; the Botanist gin. As already big lovers of
the exquisite gin of the isle of Islay, its only right that we pursuit every opportunity to try it
in new ways.
If it’s alternative, classic speakeasy bar vibes you’re after, then look no further than The
Gibson.
What to try
Well we could do this bit all night, but that wouldn’t leave much to the cocktail ambitious
imagination, so allow us to give you a glimpse into our faves:
Forager’s Tonicum
This is currently the cocktail of the month at The Gibson (and our raison d’être) and once
you take a sip, you will realise why very soon. Let the spice wine mix and pepper bitters fire
up your palette, as the freshness of The Botanist gin sweeps in to heighten the flavours
some more. With the addition fresh lemon tonic cordial also blended in this cocktail, you
will soon be gasping for another, just to savour that burst of flavour going for longer.
Foragers Tonicum (mixed with The Botanist Gin) – The Gibson Bar
Lock, Stock & Barrels
Yes we went for this because it reminded us of the film, yes scotch caught our attention and
YES it is a great cocktail. With Glenmorangie original in its base the addition of the fresh
lemon, tobacco smoked honey (best bit), ginger wine with Scottish thistle and heather,

makes the lock stock quite the flavoursome mixture. Let the cacao butter added settle a
little to add to the flavour. And don’t mistake this for chocolate and eat it, we did and the
taste caught us off guard!
Lock Stock & Barrels – The Gibson Bar
Bourbon baked Tea
As a lover of a bit of American whiskey, it was only right that we give this one a go. The
bourbon baked tea has quite an interesting variety of components mixed into it, with an end
result that changes your perspective of the cocktail at the drop of a hat. The change in
perspective will of course be in a positive way, as the blend of mandarin baked tea and
strawberry beer form a coalition of tremendous flavours with the Woodford Reserve
bourbon awaiting its centre. Along with the insane flavours awaiting your palette comes an
allotment of awesome garnishes like raspberry’s as well a glass that is chocolate smothered
around the rim glass…… Win!

Bourbon Baked Tea – The Gibson Bar
So there you have it. We strongly recommend you taking yourself down there for a change
of London scenery, along with some of the most innovative cocktails on the scene right now,
at the beautifully chic Gibson bar.
http://www.maketh-the-man.com/2016/07/bar-diary-gibson-bar.html

A London cocktail bar enjoys the taste of a 4.9 review rating
The Gibson bar, renowned for its world class cocktails, is enjoying a 4.9 review rating on
Google. Only 2 of the reviews awarded by the 34 delighted and presumably slightly chilled
out visitors were anything less than 5 star. The business owner impressed by responding to
the vast majority of the reviews, even though the number of reviews was not vast
(compared with the Nightjar’s 187 reviews, for example). The cocktails that were
specifically mentioned in the reviews included the Gibson Martini, the”Electric Earl” (Gin,
Earl Grey liqueur, grapefruit, additional citrus fruits and a dash of bitters), the Bloody
Mary and one called the Loch, Stock and Barrels (Glenmorangie, lemon, tabacco smoked
honey, ginger wine, scottish thistle and heather grain ash flavoured cacao butter).
Other cocktail bars in London which impressed (all with Google review ratings of 4.4 and
above) include Connaught Bar (4.4), PortSide Parlour (4.6), The Luggage Room
(4.6), Peckham Springs (4.4), Mr Fogg’s Residence (4.5), Ladies and Gentlemen
(4.8), Found (4.6), Oriole Bar (4.8), The Last Tuesday Society / Viktor Wynd’s Museum of
Curiosities (4.7), Love Die Late (4.6), Kansas Smitty’s (4.8), East London Liquor Company
(4.6), White Lyan (4.4), The Natural Philosopher (4.5) and Ruby’s (4.5)
http://glowingreputation.co.uk/london-cocktail-bar-enjoys-taste-4-9-review-rating/

The Gibson Bar; Cocktails for the Weird & The Wonderful
In the corner of a cosy bar on Old Street, I took my Mum and Auntie on a journey back to
Edwardian London for an eccentric experience like no other. Antique collections, vintage
books and Art Deco decor surrounded us as we sipped on exquisite drinks.
Photo from The Gibson – Tom Elms Photography
Photo from The Gibson – Tom Elms Photography
The Gibson Bar is one of East London’s most talked about additions. Created by two famous
names in the bartender industry, The Gibson is set for a fantastic future. Marian Beke,
previous head bartender at the Nightjar has joined forces with Rusty Červen, The
Connaught Bar’s former senior mixologist, to celebrate a classic cocktail, aptly inspiring
the name of the bar.
Photo from The Gibson – Tom Elms Photography
The Gibson cocktail, dating back to the 1900’s, is a variation on the classic martini, mixing
in a dash of vermouth and replacing an olive (or two) with pickled onion, so its not
surprising that the complimentary snack of choice is a jar of pickles. The bar therefore
takes on a vintage appeal, with a long list of sensory cocktails.

Upon arrival on an early Saturday evening, we selected a corner stool table away from the
classy hipsters and were pleasantly greeted by our hostess. A complimentary shot of
something delicious was served in a cute heart shaped glass as we took our seats.

Among us we ordered a varied selection of cocktails to sample and share.
The most impressive of our first three choices had to be The Hummingbird, a flamboyant
mix of Hennessy Fine, St Germain elderflower liqueur, orange liqueur, Gibson sparkling
rose-hip wine and mandarin & lemon juice.
A tall glitter covered glass, sprinkled with candied aromatic flowers was carefully placed on
the table, the magical liquid inside covered with a wooden disc topped with jam. An
swaying peacock feather pierced the wood, it wouldn’t have surprised me if it burst into
birdsong.
Served alongside it was a bowl of sweet jam with an ornate spoon, used to sweeten up the
drink should it be too sour. Safe to say, the jam was used. It was an intense, fruity potion,
devilishly strong for its pretty exterior.
A surprisingly refreshing cocktail was the Loch, Stock & Barrels, a husky concoction of
ginger wine, fresh lemon, tobacco smoked honey and Glenmorganie original whiskey.
Served in a stout wooden barrel, the drink was topped with a gigantic block of ice, covered
in ash flavoured cacao butter and decorated with Scottish thistle and heather.
As a whiskey girl I was impressed by the flavour combination, it was light and crisp, a
wonderful refreshment for a picnic or summers day. I would, however,
have preferred not to not drink from a straw, the only way to access the drink… although
the presentation was creative, the titanic sized ice cube did interrupt my drinking!

The least grand of the three was the Nether Say Nether. This was a strange mug of flavours,
dominated by the Cacao Bean infused Amer Picon, a French aperitif that is rarely seen on
cocktail menus. Mixed with Bols Genever gin, green walnut paste, guarana coffee and
truffled balsamic jelly, the drink had a familiar yet tangy taste of coco.
Sitting atop the chocolate rimmed glass was a cinnamon dutch waffle, a welcomed snack for
the drink. Although a confusion to the palette, I found that the more I sipped away, the
more I liked it.
Feeling a little peckish we explored The Gibson’s range of nibbles, deciding on a bowl of
mixed honey roasted nuts that came in a delightful heart shaped bowl. At this point we
noticed that the bar had taken a quiet turn, with only a couple of people left in the opposing
corner. However the bar’s cosy size and friendly atmosphere allows you to relax and enjoy
despite its less busier occasions.
Before deciding upon our next round of concoctions, we sought professional advice from
our lovely hostess. The delightful sounding Mylk, Egges & Chese was her first
recommendation. Ysabel Regina (a blend of fine brandy and cognac), Acerola PX Harvey’s,
peanut, almond & cheddar whey, egg custard tart, Beirao liqueur, served in a small wooden
mug.
I adored this drink. It was warm yet cooling, creamy yet not too rich and presented in the
cutest of forms with just a hint of sexy.
After stating my love for whiskey and interesting flavours, the West of Eastwood was
chosen for my next drink. Sweet grass infused Jack Daniels was shaken with miracle
chambord rice, limoncello, toasted fonio and spelt, lemon tagine spice and sweet ackee.
A warm spray of fejoa snow topped the liquid… it sounded posher than it looked. I enjoyed
this cocktail, but I wouldn’t rave about it.
Our last sample of The Gibson’s creations was Red Beard. The ingredients of this drink did
not sound appealing however it was a classic example of being so wrong, it must be right.
Reyka vodka, raspberry ice wine, orchard fruit and red tea Kombucha, sounds lovely yes?
Well then the list goes on… lime, yellow cherry tomato cordial, chocolate and chicory bitters
and tobacco gum ketchup. Not so sure.
The cocktail was designed to represent a volcano, and I can see why. Served in a giant burnt
log, the drink sat on a pile of charred herbs, perfectly resembling its inspiration. It was
brilliant, there’s nothing quite like a Red Beard.
We left The Gibson a little merrier, with open eyes to the world of creative mixology. There
are still many mind boggling drinks on the menu that are beckoning my curiosity… Minc’d
Pye – a Johnnie Walker, elderflower and smoked chai tea potion mixed with minced meat
cooked in dark beer… The Ponderosa, a crazy concoction of lamb jerky infused infused
Knob Creek Rye, pickled mint sauce and lemon ketchup. I need to try them all.
Minc’d Pye – Photo from The Gibson – Tom Elms Photography
Apart from the incredible list of descriptive cocktails, the setting and impeccable service is
something to contend with, a non-pretentious vibe not often found in a place of creativity. I
will just have to go back.

http://eppie.me.uk/london/gibson-bar-cocktails-weird-wonderful/

London’s best bars for Gin
http://www.timeout.com/london/things-to-do/ten-of-londons-best-bars-for-gin?
package_page=91623

MIXOLOGY BAR AWARDS 2017: THE LONG LIST NOMINEES
This year, the MIXOLOGY BAR AWARDS will be awarded for the tenth time on October 10th
in what we believe will be a brilliant gala and anniversary night. Previously kept under
wraps, we’re very excited to finally release the unanimous nominees of the Long List, as
voted by the advisory council and confirmed by the jury. Without further ado, please find
the nominees from Germany, Austria, Switzerland, and the new European categories below.
Best New European Bar (presented by MIXOLOGY MAGAZINE)
Tiger Bar, Paris
Danico, Paris
Paradiso, Barcelona
The Tailor Bar, Amsterdam
The Gibson Bar, London
Oriole Bar, London
7tales, London
L’Antiquario, Naples
The Dirty Rabbit, Antwerp
Circle, Munich
http://mixology.eu/news-en/mixology-bar-awards-2017-long-list/?lang=en

The Gibson Bar, Shoreditch
Inspired by the Edwardian cocktail of the same name, The Gibson Bar serves up some
seriously delicious mélanges. The cocktail list is impressively long (almost too long – you’ll
find of 52 drinks, one for each week of the year), which is good news for those who like to be
adventurous with their cocktail choices. The Art Deco setting is intimate, the perfect
destination for a date or catch-up with an old friend. Open until 2am. Nearest Tube: Old
Street.44 Old Street, EC1V 9AQ. Visit thegibsonbar.london
http://www.vogue.co.uk/arts-and-lifestyle/2016/08/night-tube-guide-24-hour-things-to-do-inlondon/gallery/1681807

